Minutiae Distances and Orientation Fields Based Thumbprint Identification of Identical Twins
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Abstract—The twins are classified into two categories namely fraternal and identical twins. Fraternal twins differ in face structures and DNA sequences but, identical twins have the same face structure and share same DNA sequence. Therefore, it is difficult to identify identical twins on the basis of their faces and DNA sequences. In this research paper, we have introduced a new approach for identifying identical twins on the basis of minutiae coordinates, orientation angles, and minutiae distances of their thumbprint images.

We tested the proposed method on thumbprint images of an identical twin pair generated by using Incept H3 T&A Terminal and fifty pairs of identical twins of FVC04, and FVC06 datasets. We have found that the proposed approach is superior, and robust in comparison to existing techniques in terms of accuracy, efficiency, and storage space.

Index Terms—Fingerprint Patterns, Fraternal Twins, Identical Twins, Minutiae Distances, Minutiae Orientation Fields

I. INTRODUCTION

Biometric systems are automated methods of verifying a person on the basis of his physiological and behavioral characteristics. Physiological features based biometrics include iris image, finger prints, thumbprint, palm print, face, finger veins, hand geometry, DNA sequence, and palates. Behavioral features based biometrics include gait (style of walking, and style of talking) signature and voice. Physiological and behavioral characteristics can be used to identify a person if these characteristics satisfy universality, distinctiveness, permanence, and collectability conditions [12].

The twins are classified into two categories namely fraternal twins (monozygotic twins) and identical twins (zygotic twins). Fraternal twins are produced from two eggs and these eggs are fertilized separately by two different sperms. Therefore, fraternal twins differ in face structure, DNA sequence and voice [6]. It is easy to identify fraternal twins on the basis of face structure, DNA sequence, and voice. Identical twins are fertilized from the same egg. Therefore, identical twins have the same DNA sequence and face structure. Identical twins identification is always a challenging task. Identical twins differ in thumbprints (TP), hand geometry (HG), iris images (I), finger veins (FV), palatal structure (PS), finger prints (FP) and gait signatures (GS). Therefore, either one of these biometrics or their combinations can be used for identical twins identification [14][16]. Mathematically, an Identical Twin Identification System (ITIS) can be defined as follow:
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(TP, HG, II, FV, PS, FP, GS) ∈ ITIS

ITIS = [TP → HG → II → FV → PS → FP → GS]

(1)

If ITIS uses a combination of two or more biometrics for identification then it can be represented as:

ITIS = \(^m\text{C}_n\) where, 2 ≤ n ≤ m

(2)

Here, m represents the total number of biometrics, and n represents the number of biometrics used for identical twins identification.

A palm print based identical twins identification approach called ‘Competitive Code’ was proposed by [17]. Orientation features based identical twins fingerprint matching method was proposed by [11]. In this method, the fingerprint was divided into non overlapping blocks and representatives of ridges in the blocks were assigned. The orientations of blocks were determined by pixel gradients [11]. Sargur N. Srihari used two levels for identifying identical twins. Six features which are included in level 1 are right loop, left loop, whorl, arch, twin loop and tented arch. Level 2 includes ridge ending and bifurcation features [14]. Tai P. Chen proposed token based fingerprint authentication technique using smart card, USB token, USB thumb drivers, and RFID tokens. Each token contains all the information about fingerprints of an individual [2]. Zhenan Sun proposed a fusion based identical twins identification. In this method, a combination of fingerprints, face and iris image were used for recognizing identical twin pairs [15].

Facial structure based identical twins identification technique was proposed by [10]. Klare used Multi Scale Local Binary Patterns (MSLBP) and Scale Invariant Features Transform (SIFT) descriptors for differentiating identical twins. The multi-scale local binary patterns are the concatenation of local binary patterns feature descriptors with radii 1, 3, 5, and 7 [10]. Soma Biswas proposed a facial recognition based method for identifying identical twins. She described that a human is capable of identifying the discriminations of facial traits which can potentially be useful to develop new algorithms [1]. An efficient technique for identifying individuals using eigen iris, minutiae thumb, and DNA sequence features was developed by [12][13].

Tao X. proposed a new method for finding similarities and dissimilarities between identical and fraternal twins. He observed that similarity between fingerprints of identical twins was 0.7440 whereas similarity between fraternal twins was 0.3215 [16].

III. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY

The thumbprint patterns of identical twins differ in terms of their minutiae coordinates, orientation angles,
and minutiae distances. Therefore, identity of identical twins can be verified by analyzing minutiae coordinates, orientation angles, and minutiae distances of their thumbprints. As per our proposed method, identical twins identification can be carried out using preprocessing, computation, and matching phases.

A. Preprocessing

A scanned thumbprint image is given as input to the preprocessing phase. We used Incept H3 Fingerprint T&A terminal for scanning thumbprint images of SatyaPrakash and DevPrakash. The scanned thumbprint images of an identical twin pair (SatyaPrakash & DevPrakash) obtained using Incept H3 terminal are given in figure 2.

An input image (raw image) is converted to a thinned binary image in preprocessing phase. It also includes following steps for converting thinned input image to a processed image [13]:

**Step 1: Image Smoothing** [Join the broken ridges of inner parts of a thumbprint image.]

**Step 2: Ridge Thinning** [Decrease the thickness of ridges to a single pixel value using bwmorph( ) function of MATLAB 7.0.]

**Step 3: Black and White Binary Image Conversion** [Convert the thinned image to a binary image using im2bw( ) function of MATLAB 7.0]

The thinned binary images of figure 3 are obtained after applying steps 1, 2, and 3 of preprocessing phase on images of figure 2.

A minutia point is a bifurcation point or a ridge breakage point of an image. The methods of finding minutiae points, orientation fields, and minutiae distances are explained in the next section (section III B.)

B. Computation of Minutiae Coordinates, Orientation Angles, and Minutiae Distances

The ridge bifurcation point of a thumbprint image is a point where a ridge bifurcates into two ridges. The binary format of ridge bifurcation points can be represented by figure 4. The ridge bifurcation patterns and the ridge breakage patterns of identical twins thumbprint images can be represented by thirty two different patterns and these patterns are presented in figure 5.

In figure 5, m1 to m24 are representing ridge bifurcation patterns and m25 to m32 are representing ridge breakage patterns. A minutia point consists of
three values: X coordinate, Y coordinate, and orientation angle (θ). The directions of a minutia orientation angle can be categorized into eight parts namely north (N), north east (NE), east (E), south east (SE), south (S), south west (SW), west (W) and north west (NW).

If each direction of a minutia point is represented by a number then a minutia point and its orientation angle can be represented by following mathematical equations:

Minutia Point = (X, Y, θ);

Where, θ is the angle of orientation of a minutia point.

θ = {N, NE, E, SE, S, SW, W, NW};

(3)

Minutia distance matrix is a matrix that represents the distance of every minutia point to every other minutia point in the form of rows and columns. The distance between two minutiae points M₁ and M₂ can be obtained by using following formula:

D₁ = [(x₁ - x₂)² + (y₁ - y₂)²]₁/₂ (Euclidian Distance) (4)

Here, (x₁, y₁) and (x₂, y₂) are the coordinates of two minutiae points. D₁ represents the distance between minutiae points. A thumbprint image may have approximately 80 to 150 minutiae points.
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Figure 4: Ridge bifurcation points of identical twins thumbprint image in binary format [7][13].

C. Matching Technique

To find the dissimilarities between thumbprint images of identical twin pairs we need to execute following steps:

Step 1: Store minutiae points coordinates and orientation angles of first person’s thumbprint image of identical twin pair in a matrix M₁, where size of matrix M₁ is mx3 and m represents number minutiae points.

Step 2: Store the minutiae distances of first person’s thumbprint image of identical twin pair in a matrix M₂, where size of matrix M₂ is mxm.

Step 3: Store minutiae points coordinates and orientation angles of second person’s thumbprint image of identical twin pair in a matrix M₃, where size of matrix M₃ is nx3 and n represents number minutiae points.

Step 4: Store the minutiae distances of second person’s thumbprint image of identical twin pair in matrix M₄ where size of matrix M₄ is nxn.

Step 5: Compare M₁ with M₃ and M₂ with M₄.

if (M₁ != M₃ and M₂ != M₄)
   { print “Identical Twins have unique thumbprints”; }
else
   { print “Identical Twins have same thumbprint”; }

Step 6: END.

m₁ = [0,0,1;1,1,0;0,0,1]; m₂ = [0,1,0;1,1,0;0,0,1];

m₃ = [1,0,0;0,1,1;0,0,0]; m₄ = [1,0,1;0,1,0;0,0,1];

m₅ = [1,0,0;0,1,1;0,0,0]; m₆ = [0,0,1;1,1,0;0,0,1];

m₇ = [0,0,1;1,1,0;0,0,1]; m₈ = [0,0,1;1,1,0;0,0,1];

m₉ = [0,0,1;1,1,0;0,0,1]; m₁₀ = [0,0,1;1,1,0;0,0,1];

m₁₁ = [0,0,1;1,1,0;0,0,1]; m₁₂ = [0,1,0;0,1,1;0,0,1];

m₁₃ = [0,1,0;0,1,1;0,0,1]; m₁₄ = [0,1,0;0,1,1;0,0,1];

m₁₅ = [0,1,0;0,1,1;0,0,1]; m₁₆ = [0,1,0;0,1,1;0,0,1];

m₁₇ = [0,1,0;0,1,1;0,0,1]; m₁₈ = [1,0,1;1,1,0;0,0,1];

m₁₉ = [1,0,1;1,1,0;0,0,1]; m₂₀ = [1,0,1;1,1,0;0,0,1];

m₂₁ = [1,0,1;1,1,0;0,0,1]; m₂₂ = [1,0,1;1,1,0;0,0,1];

m₂₃ = [1,0,1;1,1,0;0,0,1]; m₂₄ = [1,0,1;1,1,0;0,0,1];

m₂₅ = [1,0,1;1,1,0;0,0,1]; m₂₆ = [1,0,1;1,1,0;0,0,1];

m₂₇ = [1,0,1;1,1,0;0,0,1]; m₂₈ = [1,0,1;1,1,0;0,0,1];

m₂₉ = [1,0,1;1,1,0;0,0,1]; m₃₀ = [1,0,1;1,1,0;0,0,1];

m₃₁ = [1,0,1;1,1,0;0,0,1]; m₃₂ = [1,0,1;1,1,0;0,0,1];

Figure 5: The ridge bifurcation and breakage patterns of identical twins thumbprint images [4][13].

The next section (section IV) presents experimental analysis of results with actual data of identical twin pair collected by using own scanning device and FVC datasets.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS OF RESULTS WITH ACTUAL DATA OF IDENTICAL TWINS

The thumbprint images of all identical twin pairs can be differentiated on the basis of their minutiae coordinates (X, Y, θ), and minutiae distances.

A. Result Analysis of SatyaPrakash and DevPrakash Images

We used MATLAB 7.0 and a desktop computer of 1.7MHz processing speed for conducting experiments. The minutiae points and orientation angles obtained after applying the proposed method on thinned
thumbprint images of figure 3 are presented in figure 6. The minutiae coordinates and orientation angles of figure 6 images are calculated using rules of section III.

![Figure 6](image_url)

**Table I:** Comparing thumbprint images of SatyaPrakash and DevPrakash.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(a) Minutiae coordinates with orientation angles matching%</th>
<th>dev1</th>
<th>dev2</th>
<th>dev3</th>
<th>satya1</th>
<th>satya2</th>
<th>satya3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>dev1</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>87%</td>
<td>90%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dev2</td>
<td>87%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>83%</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dev3</td>
<td>90%</td>
<td>83%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>satya1</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>74%</td>
<td>75%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>satya2</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>74%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>81%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>satya3</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>75%</td>
<td>81%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(b) Matching% of minutiae distances</th>
<th>dev1</th>
<th>dev2</th>
<th>dev3</th>
<th>satya1</th>
<th>satya2</th>
<th>satya3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>dev1</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>85%</td>
<td>6.2%</td>
<td>6.0%</td>
<td>6.4%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dev2</td>
<td>79.5%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>82%</td>
<td>6.5%</td>
<td>6.2%</td>
<td>6.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>satya1</td>
<td>80%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>6.0%</td>
<td>6.3%</td>
<td>6.1%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>satya2</td>
<td>6.1%</td>
<td>6.0%</td>
<td>6.2%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>84%</td>
<td>79%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>satya3</td>
<td>6.0%</td>
<td>6.1%</td>
<td>6.1%</td>
<td>82%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>79.5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The numerical representation of minutiae coordinates and orientation angles of dev1 and satya1 images of figure 6 are presented in figure 7. The numerical representation of minutiae coordinates and orientation angles of dev1 and satya1 images of figure 6 are presented in table I. The ensemble effect of figures 6, 7, and table I shows...
that thumbprint images of SatyaPrakash and DevPrakash are not exactly same. The minutiae distances and minutiae coordinates with orientation angles of SatyaPrakash and DevPrakash thumbprint images are completely different.

B. Result Analysis of FVC04 and FVC06 Datasets

We tested the proposed method on thumbprint images of fifty identical twin pairs of Fingerprint Verification Competition (FVC) datasets: FVC04, and FVC06 [4][5]. We selected the most visible image from a set of six to eight images for each person of the twin pair. Few of these images with their minutiae points and orientation angles obtained after applying the rules of sections III A, and III B, of the proposed method are presented in figure 8.

![Thumbprint Images](image1)

Figure 8: Thumbprint images, thinned images, and minutiae points with orientation angles of FVC04 and FVC06 identical twin pairs [4][5].

In figure 8, twin1_p1_image is first person’s thumbprint image of the first twin pair and twin1_p2_image is second person’s thumbprint image of the same twin pair whereas, twin2_p1_image is first person’s thumbprint image of the second twin pair and twin2_p2_image is second person’s thumbprint image of the second twin pair.

The comparison results of figure 8 in terms of minutiae distances, and minutiae coordinates with orientation angles are composed in table II. The analysis of results of table II show that identical twins thumbprint images of FVC04 and FVC06 are differing with each other in terms of minutiae distances, and minutiae coordinates with orientation angles. The ensemble effect of tables II(a) and II(b) prove that identical twins of FVC04 and FVC06 have unique thumbprints.

Out of fifty pairs of identical twins of FVC datasets, the proposed method falsely accepted two pairs and it falsely rejected three pairs of twins. The proposed method is not having any false acceptance or false rejection for DevPrakash and SatyaPrakash thumbprint images. We have observed in experiments that two thumbprint images of the same person of FVC datasets have more than 80% matching score.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Twin1_p1</th>
<th>Twin1_p2</th>
<th>Twin2_p1</th>
<th>Twin2_p2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>twin1_p1</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>14%</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table II: Comparing FVC04 and FVC06 identical twins thumbprint images.
C. Accuracy and Robustness Testing

For robustness and accuracy testing we deviated each minutiae coordinate of identical twins by ten points in negative and positive sides and then we compared these images at each deviation. The results of DevpPrakash, SatyaPrakash, FVC04, and FVC06 are presented in tables I, and II.

The results of tables I and II prove that images of the same person of identical twin pairs have above 80% matching, whereas the images of two different persons of identical twins have bellow 15% matching. The accuracy comparisons of our proposed method with other methods for measuring the similarities and dissimilarities amongst identical twins thumbprint images in terms of False Acceptance Rate (FAR) or Equal Error Rate (ERR) are given in table III.

The actual images of DevPrakash and SatyaPrakash are ranging from 48KB to 60KB whereas the images of FVC04 and FVC06 are in the range of 105KB to 115KB. As per the proposed method if we store minutiae coordinates and orientation angles of identical twins images for further identification then we need approximately 450 bytes to 600 bytes of memory. If we store minutiae distances of these twins for further identification then we need approximately 11KB to 14KB of memory.

Table III: Comparing the results of our proposed method with other methods.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>Matcher Name</th>
<th>Matching Results (Identical Twins)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Jain [7]</td>
<td>Minutiae FAR: 2 - 6% higher</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>Tao [16]</td>
<td>VeriFinger EER: 5.83%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>Proposed</td>
<td>ITIS EER: 5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In worst scenario, if we need to store minutiae coordinates with minutiae orientation angles, and minutiae distances of each person of identical twin pairs in smartcard for further identification then we will need approximately 11.50 KB to 14.50 KB memory space.

V. CONCLUSION

In this research work we have analyzed the thumbprint images of identical twin pairs for actual and standard datasets (FVC datasets). We have used the combination of minutiae coordinates, orientation angles, and minutiae distances of thumbprints for comparing identical twins. We have conducted experiments on actual size thumbprint images obtained after using Incept H3 T&A Terminal.

In the proposed method we have found that each person of an identical twin pair has a unique combination of minutiae coordinates, orientation angles, and minutiae distances for the thumbprint images. The proposed method has proved that identical twin pairs have 80% to 95% of dissimilarities in their thumbprints which are better in comparison to the results of other methods discussed in result analysis. The ensemble effect of thumbprints and the essence of sociological behaviors of identical twins can be considered as future research directions in this domain.
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